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This paper shows the existence of an auditory demonstrative in Khaling. The use of the demonstrative is illustrated via examples taken from narrative discourse. It is described here within the context of the spatial demonstrative system, in order to demonstrate how it is specifically used to highlight that perception of the referent is attained using the sense of audition, regardless of the visibility of the object in question. Khaling appears to be unique in having a true auditory demonstrative and it is hoped that this description will prompt field linguists to refine the description of the contrasts found within the demonstrative systems of languages around the world.
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1. Introduction

The existence of perceptual contrasts on demonstratives has been amply attested in many language families. The cross-linguistically most common such phenomenon, and the first to have been described, is the distinction between demonstratives contrasting visible and non-visible referents. For such languages, one set of demonstratives is used for referents within the field of vision of speech act participants, while the other set is used for referents outside the field of vision. In yet other languages, the feature of vision may be irrelevant in using a demonstrative (although of course visibility of the referent is the most common situation in which demonstratives are used, considering their deictic nature): these demonstratives might be called ‘standard’, and be applicable to abstract concepts, among other things. Among languages with a visibility contrast, a proximal/distal contrast, encoding the relative distance of the referent from the speaker, might also be present, and in some cases inseparable from the visibility feature. This is the case of Dyirbal (Dixon 1972), which has a three-way distinction between bala- ‘referent is visible and not near speaker’; yala- ‘referent is visible and near
speaker'; and *ŋala- ‘referent is not visible (but may be audible or remembered from the past).’

Languages where the visibility contrast is independent from and can be combined with the proximal/distal distinction are also attested. The best-known case is that of Kwak’wala (Boas 1911: 527–531), but such systems are also attested elsewhere (Aikhenvald 2004: 130 and Aikhenvald and Dixon 2014).

Demonstratives which grammaticalize perception via senses other than vision appear to be rare; none are mentioned in Diessel (1999)'s survey of demonstrative systems. Such systems nonetheless exist, although they generally consist of distinguishing visual perception from perception via other senses (in other words audition, taste, touch, smell, etc). In previously documented cases, terms like ‘auditory’ (Oswalt 1986: 37, ft), ‘auditive’ (Neukom 2001: 42–44), ‘audible’ (Dixon 1972) are used to refer to non-visual perception, not exclusively audition.

Yet systems where audition is the exclusive relevant perceptual channel for demonstrative selection also exist. This is the case of Khaling, a Kiranti language of Eastern Nepal, which has a genuine auditory demonstrative: it is used, for both visible and out-of-sight referents, to indicate that the deictically dominant perceptual channel is auditory. It cannot be used for perception via other senses such as smell or touch.

This paper is divided into four sections. First, we present background information on Khaling, including some data on nominalization, which is relevant to understanding how the demonstratives are used. Second, we describe the use of the auditory demonstrative in natural discourse. Third, we provide data on the rest of the demonstrative system and spatial adverbs, and show that the proximal/distal contrast is not correlated with any visual/non-visual distinction, although native speaker intuition sometimes suggests that it is. Fourth, we compare the Khaling demonstrative system with that of other languages for which a perceptual contrast has been reported, and show that no similar auditory demonstrative has been previously described.

2. Background information

Khaling is a Sino-Tibetan language belonging to the Kiranti branch, spoken by about 15,000 people in Solukhumbu District, Nepal. No reference grammar has yet been written, but a glossary (Toba and Toba 1975) and some traditional stories have been published, while a recent article describes Khaling verbal morphology (Jacques et al. 2012).
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2.1 Nominalization

The auditory demonstrative in Khaling is found in two forms: an adverbial form, *tikiː*, and a nominalized form, *tikiː-m*, which is used as a modifier. The appearance of the nominalizer -m in the modifier use of *tikiː* fits into a wider pattern that is characteristic of Khaling and, indeed, Sino-Tibetan languages more generally.

Khaling uses the nominalizer -m for a variety of functions: it is used to relativize clauses (1), to nominalize entire clauses and utterances (2), as well as to derive nominals from other lexical classes (such as adverbs and case marked elements, as in 3, 4, 5).

(1) *melsêm-ʔɛ soxp-tɛ-m go*
   girl-ERG wash-PST-NMLZ clothes
   The clothes the girl washed (elicitation)

(2) *nôr hôi-tɛ-m-kʌ hû-m khlê p hû-m*
   tiger come-PST-NMLZ-ABL dog bark-PL-NMLZ
   Because the tiger came, the dogs bark. (Meaning: it is a fact that, because the
tiger came, the dogs bark; elicitation.)

Example (2) shows both clause and sentence nominalization: the first clause is
nominalized and then ablative-marked, in order to identify it as a reason clause.
The entire sentence is also nominalized, leading to a reading as a statement of
fact.

(3) *phûle-lâ-m tsû-hêm*
   Phuleli-ABL-NMLZ grandfather-PL
   Those from Phuleli, the grandfathers… (Khamdime)

(4) *u-khɔldkɔom-kolô-m gɾuksu go*
   3SG.POSS-goiter-COM-NMLZ tree.SP be:inan
   It is a tree with goitre. (said of a misshapen tree believed to have inherited
the disease of the person responsible for its planting.)

(5) *jârtʰwɔnã-m-hêm pʰèrlol mât-te-nu*
   later other-NMLZ-PL younger.generation make-PST-PL
   Later many others, younger generations, came to be. (Khaktsalop2)

The association of these various functions with a single marker is a widespread
phenomenon in the Sino-Tibetan languages, named Standard Sino-Tibetan
Nominalization (SSTN) (Bickel 1999). It has been described for a number of lan-
guages of the area, among others by Matisoff (1972) for Lahu, by Genetti et al.
(2008), and more generally across Asian languages by Yap et al. (2011). The pat-
terns found cross-linguistically are largely the same: the same marker is found
with attributive/genitive marking, relativizing, and nominalizing functions, the latter applying at both the clausal and sentential levels.

3. **Auditory demonstrative**

Khaling has, as mentioned above, a demonstrative which is specifically *auditory*. It is used to signal that the predominant deictic feature of the referent is that it is detected through sensory input which is auditory. Consultants reject the combination of *tikî-m* with the noun *ʔu-mûr* (3sg.poss-smell) ‘smell’ and it cannot be used to refer to taste, touch or pain.

The demonstrative adverb *tikî*: ‘there’ can be used on its own, as in example 6, uttered by a speaker when a new radio was finally adjusted so that it was emitting sound.

(6) *tikî:*
    there:AUD
    There it is! (Heard in context)

However, it is most often used in its nominalized form *tikî-m* as a noun modifier (7) or as a demonstrative pronoun (8).

(7) *mâri mu-jêd-u, tikî-m phêm màtərbaïk*
    very NEG-like-1sg→3sg there:AUD-NMLZ such motorbike
    I really don’t like motorbikes like this one. (Referring to a motorbike passing in the street making noise, invisible from the house.)

(8) *mâŋ lêl tikî-m*
    what song there:AUD-NMLZ
    What song is that? (asked by a speaker of a person listening to a song on her cell phone.)

Unlike the spatial demonstratives (see Section 4), the auditory demonstrative is not sensitive to relative height. For instance, sentence 9 was heard in natural conversation twice, once to refer to a sound coming from upstairs, once to refer to a sound coming from the street, two floors below the place where the conversation took place.

(9) *sû: tikî-m?*
    who there:AUD-NMLZ
    Who is that? (In both contexts, this sentence would correspond pragmatically to English ‘Who is making that noise?’)
As a modifier *tikî-m* can be used to modify a noun with a prenominal relative clause in between (example 10).

(10) *tikî-m* *kôm-go-jo* *dže-pe*

There:aud-nmlz cloud-inside-locative.level speak-nmlz:s/a

sālp̊-e ʔan̥el-ni ʔêm-go blett-u ʔ̪olə

Bird-erg today-top what-loc speak-nmlz:s/a tel-3sg→3 maybe

The bird that is singing in the clouds, what might it be telling today? (Excerpt from a song by the Khaling songwriter Urmila)

In all the previous examples, *tikî* and its nominalized form *tikî-m* were used in contexts where the referent was not visible. Unlike what it found in other languages with an auditory demonstrative, they are not used with other non-visual sensory information, such as smell and touch.

While speakers believe off-hand that the auditory demonstrative is only used for referents which are visible (see example 11, a definition provided for *tikî-m* by a consultant), this appears to be a case of misperception.

(11) *mu-toç-pe*, *nji-ki-m* *tîŋ*

Neg-be.visible-nmlz:s/a hear-1pl-nmlz only

(It refers to something) invisible, which we only hear.

Indeed, *tikî/tikî-m* is routinely used for things that are visually accessible, as long as the main feature which is relevant to the context at hand is the auditory stimulus.

Examples 6 and 8 above illustrate uses of the auditory demonstratives with visible referents; likewise, 12, uttered by a person watching a song contest on the television, makes it clear that the visibility or non-visibility of the referent is not a relevant factor in using this demonstrative.

(12) *tikî-m-ka* *tsāi ʔuŋa* *tîŋ kog-u*

There:aud-nmlz-from top 1sg:erg more be.able-1sg→3sg

I can (sing) better than that one. (Heard in context)

In all of the examples above, non-auditory demonstratives could also have been used. The choice of *tikî-m* highlights the fact that the speakers’ perception is primarily via the auditory channel.

4. Demonstrative spatial adverbs and pronouns

In the previous section, we pointed out the existence of an auditory demonstrative in Khaling. In order to provide a reliable description of the demonstrative system
of this language, we must now evaluate whether a visual vs. non-visual contrast is present in the rest of the demonstrative system.

There are two systems of demonstratives in Khaling, one based on demonstrative pronouns and the other on demonstrative adverbs.

Demonstrative pronouns include the proximal te ‘this’ and the distal me ‘that’. Like nouns and nominalized verbs or adverbs, these pronouns can receive locative case marking. The locative suffixes in Khaling present a three-way distinction between -tu ‘at a higher place’, -jo ‘away but on the same level’ and -ju ‘at a lower place’.1 Similar systems have been documented in most Kiranti languages, such as in Belhare (Bickel 2001), Yamphu (Rutgers 1998: 96–99), Wambule (Op genort 2004: 208–16), Hayu (Michailovsky 1988: 121).

Table 1. Demonstrative pronouns in Khaling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>proximal form</th>
<th>distal form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>base form</td>
<td>te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper level</td>
<td>te-tu ‘up here’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same level</td>
<td>te-jo ‘here’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower level</td>
<td>te-ju ‘down here’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ‘same level’ and ‘lower level’ demonstratives have variants exhibiting vowel fusion (te:, me:, ti: and mi: respectively). The ‘upper level’ demonstratives te-tu ‘up here’ and me-tu ‘up there’ also have geminated variants te-ttu and me-ttu indicating a greater distance from the place of reference.

These demonstratives can be further combined with other locative markers. An exhaustive description of all the possibilities is beyond the scope of this paper.2

Proximal and distal demonstrative pronouns are neutral with respect to visibility. They can appear with visible referents as well as invisible ones as in 13.

(13) te mûŋ-po tu-mûr
    this what-gen 3sg.poss-smell
    What is this smell? (elicited)

Demonstrative adverbs also distinguish three spatial levels as can been seen in Table 2. A very similar system has been described in Dumi (van Driem 1993: 81); the nominalized forms include the nominalizing suffix -m along with some vowel alternations.

The distinction between the distal form and the further distal form (with gemination of the consonant, as the case marker -ttu above) of the adverbs in Table 2 deserves attention.

Two language consultants independently described the further distal adverbs as designating objects that are mu-toξ-px (neg-be.visible-nmlz:s/a) ‘invisible’,
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Table 2. Demonstrative adverbs in Khaling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>distal adverb</th>
<th>nominalized adverb</th>
<th>further distal adverb</th>
<th>nominalized adverb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>up</td>
<td>tukûː</td>
<td>tukûm</td>
<td>tukkâː</td>
<td>tukkâm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level</td>
<td>jâkâː</td>
<td>jâkâm</td>
<td>jâkkâː</td>
<td>jâkkâm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>down</td>
<td>jukûː</td>
<td>jukûm</td>
<td>jukkâː</td>
<td>jukkâm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mu-thø-ki-m (NEG-see-1PL-NMLZ) ‘which we do not see’ or, in sanskritized Nepali, adṛṣya ‘invisible’.

However, examples taken from traditional stories show that the further distal adverbs can be used even with visible objects. Example 14, from a myth about the origin of an important Khaling ritual and the danger presented by Sherpas eager to take over Khaling land, shows clearly how the further distal form, jukkâ, can be used with visible objects: the adverb is combined with the verb ‘to be visible’.

(14) mana jâgatsowî-bi-ka sên-te-nu-lo
then Yagachwai-LOC-ABL look-PST-PL-when
jukkâ dudkosi to̱i re
FURTH.DISTAL.DOWN DudhKosi be.visible:3SG:N.PST HEARSAY
They (Sherpas) looked from Yagachwai and the DudhKosi appeared far below. (Khamdime)

Contrary to speaker perception, then, the geminated forms of the demonstrative adverbs and their nominalized forms can be used with visible objects, and the contrast is one of distance, with the geminated forms being used for further distal referents. This distal/further distal contrast is clear from example 15, where jâkâ-m refers to the closer bottle while jâkkâm refers to the farther one, both of them being within the field of vision.

(15) jâkâ-m bâdâl-bi tsâi
DISTAL.LEVEL-NMLZ bottle-LOC TOP
mu-ø jâkkâm
NEG-EXIST.INANIMATE FURTH.DISTAL.LEVEL-NMLZ
bâdâl-bi tsâi ge
bottle-LOC TOP exist.INANIMATE
There is no (water) in the bottle here, but there is in the bottle over there (both bottles are visible). (elicited)

It is interesting that speakers should have intuitions about the grammaticalization of sensory contrasts which are disproven when the same speakers provide examples in spontaneous narrative. There is considerable work on the unreliability
of speaker intuitions and the importance, in such a context, of corpus work (Biber 2010: 164). The data we have collected on the use of the auditory demonstrative \textit{tiki}/\textit{tiki-m}, which is interpreted by some speakers as being only applicable to invisible objects and disproven in corpus examples and elicitation, has a parallel in similar misperceptions about the incorrect non-visibility constraint for geminated forms of spatial deictics.

5. Typological perspectives

In reviewing demonstrative systems which encode perceptual contrasts, a number of questions must be considered:

1. Is the proximal/distal contrast in demonstratives connected to the perceptual contrasts?
2. Are there demonstratives which are exclusively visual, and which cannot be used abstractly or generically?
3. Are there demonstratives which are genuine auditory demonstratives, i.e. which encode the importance to the speaker of signalling perception via an auditory channel?

It seems that cross-linguistically, systems tend to contrast visual/‘standard’ demonstratives with demonstratives referring to all other senses grouped together. Sometimes, this will be described as ‘auditory’, because of the prevalence of the auditory channel (in information gathering) among the other senses.

Table 3 presents, for languages for which descriptions suggests the indexation of audition in the demonstrative system, the position of these languages with respect to the questions above. The data suffers from the fact that in many descriptions of languages, these distinctions are not made very clearly. What can be said from our examination of data currently available is that Khaling stands out among other languages in being the only one to have a genuine auditory demonstrative.

None of the languages in Table 3 presents the same exact system.

In Santali (Neukom 2001: 42–44), we find a contrast between standard, visual and ‘auditive’ demonstratives (in addition to number and proximal/ distal distinctions). The ‘auditive’ demonstrative is best characterized as non-visual sensory; according to Neukom (2001: 42) it can be used to refer to smell, taste, and touch.

In Dyirbal, Muna, and Nyelayu, the sensory distinction in demonstratives is not clearly separate from the proximal/distal distinction. In Dyirbal and Muna, there are demonstratives that can be used to refer to invisible but audible objects, but audibility is not described as an essential feature.
Nyelayu (Ozanne-Rivierre 1997: 98) presents a system with four degrees depending on the proximity of the referent to the speaker: near the speaker, distant but visible, distant and invisible but audible and absent but known to the speakers. It is thus a system with a tripartite sensory distinction (visible; invisible but audible; neither visible nor audible).

Unpublished work by Bril 2013 describes a similar phenomenon in the related language Yuanga. In that language the demonstrative -ili, cognate with the one described as referring to ‘invisible but audible’ objects in Nyelayu, is also non-visual, but can be used to indicate perception through taste and other senses.

In the Mihilakawna dialect of Southern Pomo, Oswalt (1986: 37, ft) suggests the existence of an audible demonstrative, without providing a detailed description, and without clear mention of the presence or absence of visual demonstratives, as the information is in a footnote in an article on a different language. The most recent grammar of Southern Pomo does not mention the existence of such phenomena (Walker 2013: 232).

Precise information on the use of the auditory demonstrative is lacking for Nyelayu and Southern Pomo, so that it is difficult to assess whether it can be used with senses other than hearing; from the available descriptions it is also tricky to determine to what extent the auditory demonstratives are exclusively used with invisible referents. As we have shown in the case of Khaling, the intuitions of native speakers can be misleading if not rechecked against the actual use of these words in context.

Khaling is thus the only language for which positive evidence shows the presence of a genuine auditory demonstrative, as opposed to a non-visual sensory one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Connection with proximal/distal</th>
<th>Indexation of visual perception</th>
<th>Indexation of distinctions between audition and other senses</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santali</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Neukom (2001: 42–44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyelayu</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Ozanne-Rivierre (1997: 98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Pomo</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>unclear</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Oswalt (1986: 37, ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muna</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>van den Berg (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyirbal</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Dixon (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaling</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusion

This paper describes the auditory demonstrative in Khaling, which represents, as far as we are able to ascertain, a novel configuration among attested demonstrative systems.

We have shown that Khaling, unlike other systems described heretofore, has a genuine auditory demonstrative: in its adverbial or nominalized form, \textit{tikî}/\textit{tikî-m} is used to signal that the relevant perceptive channel in identifying the referent is audition rather than vision. The auditory demonstrative is not associated with a distal/proximal contrast and the demonstrative system does not highlight other senses: Khaling’s demonstrative pronouns (Table 1) and adverbs (Table 2) do not encode visibility, and the auditory demonstrative is used to signal perception via audition and not via any other sense, although it can be used when other sensory input is present in addition to audition.

We feel that the nature of the auditory demonstrative in Khaling is unique with respect to currently-available descriptions of demonstrative systems, and hope that this contribution may spur investigations into similar perceptual phenomena in demonstrative systems of other languages.
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1. This three-way contrast closely mirrors that observed for the verbs meaning ‘to come’: /\textit{khon}/ ‘come up from a lower place to a higher place’, /\textit{pi}/ ‘come from a place on the same level as the point of arrival’ and /\textit{je}/ ‘come down from a higher place to a lower place’.

2. The nominalized forms can be additionally combined with the complex locative suffixes -\textit{butu} ‘in a higher place’, -\textit{bujo} ‘in a place on the same level’ and -\textit{buju} ‘in a lower place’ which include the suffix -\textit{bi} ‘in’ and the three spatial suffixes -\textit{tu} ‘on a higher place’, -\textit{jo} ‘away but on the same level’ and -\textit{ju} ‘on a lower place’ with irregular vowel harmony.
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